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When They've

we were young but old enough for us to understand

Some
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all believed in fairies
And the folks of fairy land

But the modern child's been running wild
And

But they'll never know 'twas long ago
That

wants to know too much
They've never understood

all this came about
They still can get the goods

About Red Riding Hood:
On modern Riding Hoods:

---
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How could Red Rid-ing Hood have been so ve-ry good and still keep the wolf from the
door. Father and moth-er she had none. So
where in the world did the mon-ey come from? Please let me ask it

Who fill’d her bas- ket? The sto-ry books nev- er tell
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They say that she found a wolf in Granny's bed,
A big bonnet pulled over his head.
They say that she was a maid most discreet,
But you know and I know what she found instead.
They say that she had a head full of curls,
But you know and I know that sweet girls must eat.

How could Red Riding Hood have been so very good
And still keep the wolf from the door?
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MY DREAM OF THE BIG PARADE

I DONT MIND BEING ALL ALONE
WHEN IM ALL ALONE WITH YOU

WHEN THE BANANA SKINS ARE FALLING
IL COME SLIDING BACK TO YOU
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I saw but discs true marching two by two, in my dream of the Big Parade.
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I DONT MIND BEING ALL ALONE
WHEN IM ALL ALONE WITH YOU
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I don't mind being all alone When I'm all alone
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WHEN THE BANANA SKINS ARE FALLING
IL COME SLIDING BACK TO YOU
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When I pick up the whole, dear, That's when my heart it's sure
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With a Turkish towel, With a Turkish towel, With a Turkish towel
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